This article presents a trajectory planning framework for all-terrain vehicles with legs and wheels such as walking excavators. Our formulation takes into account the whole body of the robot while computing the plans for locomotion. Hence, we can produce motion plans over the rough terrain that would be hard to plan without considering all Degrees of Freedom (DoF) simultaneously. Our planner can also optimize over the contact schedule for all limbs, thereby finding the feasible motions even for the infeasible initial contact schedule. Furthermore, we introduce a novel formulation of the support area constraint. We generate plans for a Menzi Muck M545, a 31 DoF walking excavator with five limbs: four wheeled legs and an arm. We show motion plans for traversing a variety of terrains that require whole-body planning. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses motion planning in rough terrain for vehicles with legs and wheels.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots with legs and wheels such as walking excavators offer great potential for operation in uneven terrain. They can be deployed for various tasks such as landscaping, forestry or earth-moving. This versatility comes with a cost: to perform locomotion in rough terrain the operator is required to coordinate all degrees of freedom for each of the limbs simultaneously. As a result, operating such a system can be quite exhausting and hiring experienced operators is expensive. Furthermore, handcrafting the motion generation for rough terrain traversal is difficult, because legged-wheeled systems have many DoF. To this end, we present a Trajectory Optimization (TO) based planning approach that leverages all DoF of a legged-wheeled robot. We do this by planning over the full joint space and the base pose at the same time which allows us to find a set of motions that is richer than if we planned motion for parts of the robot separately. Using TO for planning is attractive because it is general enough so that any high-level task can be formulated as a TO problem. With enough computing power (an ideal case), the solver produces a valid plan or reports that a solution does not exist which would solve the planning problem on a general level. We demonstrate our approach on a walking excavator. Planning the motion for the whole body, allows us to compute plans for different terrains using the same planner.
A. Related Work
Path planning techniques for wheeled robots and legged robots with point feet have received a lot of attention. However, there is a significant research gap in the field of planning for legged-wheeled robots and the literature available is rather scarce. In the following, we categorize the existing approaches in terms of how they solve the planning problem (e.g., static or dynamic motion plans, contact schedule optimization). We also discuss the missing components to address the motion planning problem in rough terrain for a legged-wheeled robot.
1) Dynamic trajectory planning Trajectory optimization for legged robots has been well studied, and so far impressive results have been shown for legged robots with point feet [1] - [4] . Typically, planners for legged locomotion produce dynamic motion plans that are computed as a solution to a complex nonlinear program. Although the application of those planners is limited to the robots with point feet, there is still some connection to our problem. In both cases, one needs to enforce a similar set of constraints, ensure that the robot remains stable or even optimize over the contact schedule (duration and order of contact phases for each End-Effector (EE)). Recently, there have also been advances in the locomotion planning for legged-wheeled robots such as [5] , [6] and [7] . All of these authors show dynamic locomotion with wheels, although without taking the terrain into account while planning. Furthermore, the optimization horizon is rather short (usually 1-2 seconds) and may not be suitable for slow robots. While the approaches used for dynamic legged-wheeled locomotion planning are closer related to our problem, there is still a major difference. The difference stems from the fact that our platform is a customized, 12000 kg heavy, walking excavator [8] . Therefore we restrict ourselves to computing the kinematically feasible motions only. Kinematic planning is justified by the fact that our system is rather slow, Coriolis forces can be neglected and planning dynamic motions becomes unnecessary. Moreover, some dynamic motions could even be dangerous. We require that all states are statically stable. As a benefit, omitting the complex rigid-body dynamics in the problem formulation allows us to extend the optimization horizon. This is because we do not have to enforce dynamics constraint along the trajectory which can be expensive to compute.
2) Statically stable trajectory planning Wheeled-legged systems were successfully deployed for extraterrestrial missions in rough terrain where the system is required to be statically stable at all times. However, little work has been done on computing motion plans that would keep a robot statically stable. Typically, the robot is teleoperated and a purely reactive controller is trying to keep the base in the desired pose; examples can be found in [9] - [14] . Computing motion plans for legged-wheeled robots in an indoor environment has been done in [12] , [15] and [16] - [18] . None of these approaches considers the whole body planning problem. Driving and stepping phase are treated as two separate behaviors and the robot switches between them. Typically, heuristics are used to deduce when to switch and which action to do next. In [18] , the switching command comes from the human operator. The switching behavior is in contrast with our formulation, where we formulate a whole body motion planning problem. Driving and stepping motions are considered together and the optimizer may choose to perform both at the same time. One interesting approach to planning for legged-wheeled locomotion can be found in [19] , where wheels are used for locomotion and legs to jump over the obstacles. This approach, although interesting from a system design point of view, is not suitable for a heavy excavating machine. Kinematically feasible plans have been computed in [20] for the In Situ Fabricator 2 (IF2), a robot with a similar level of complexity as our excavator. Although their planner considers the planning problem for the whole body, they do not consider any stepping motions. Furthermore, they do not consider the terrain in the planning algorithm.
3) Stability Criterion Formulation The support polygon stability criterion has been known in the legged robotics community for a long time [21] . Usually, it has been embedded into the TO as an intersection of half-spaces. For the sake of robustness, the support area is often shrunk which leads to a tedious computation of half-spaces and error-prone geometric manipulations. Recent work [3] , [22] has proposed to formulate the support area stability criterion as a convex hull of the support points. To drive Center of Pressure (CoP) away from the edge of the support polygon, they add a cost term in the optimization. However, because a cost term is used to enforce the stability, CoP can still reach the edge of the support polygon (and the robot could fall). To this end, we bring a novel formulation of the support polygon constraint that can shrink the support area without computing any half-spaces. This way we retain a guarantee that CoP (or Center of Mass (CoM) in our case) never reaches an edge of the support polygon.
4) Contact Schedule Optimization
To compute the motion plans for legged systems, one needs to reason about which EE's are in contact with the environment at all times. The discrete nature of contacts makes the planning a hard combinatorial problem. For optimizing the contact schedule, previous approaches have used Mixed-Integer optimization formulations which become hard to compute for longer planning horizons [23] or complementary constraints that require special treatment from the solver [24] . Most recently, contact schedule has been computed by incorporating timings as continuous variables in the Nonlinear Program (NLP) [2] . The latter approach can use a general NLP solver, and we extend it for legged-wheeled robots.
B. Contribution
To the best of our knowledge this is the first work that addresses a whole body motion planning for legged-wheeled systems in rough terrain. Our approach is targeted for use on the autonomous walking excavators however, it could be used on other robots as well. With respect to the related work, our contributions can be summarized as follows: We introduce the complete TO formulation for legged-wheeled robots in rough terrain. Furthermore, our formulation allows for the use of different types of EE's for locomotion. A walking excavator is a good example since it can use both wheeled legs and the shovel for locomotion. In addition, we introduce a novel and intuitive stability constraint formulation. We allow for shrinkage of the support area without tedious computation of half-spaces. Finally, we present a formulation that can optimize the contact schedule for legged-wheeled robots. Our formulation uses continuous variables and can be embedded directly into an NLP.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We solve a continuous time TO problem that can be described as find
x
Where g g g(x x x) set of inequality constraints, g g g h and g nh represent the set of holonomic and non-holonomic constraints, respectively, the vector x(t) is a vector of decision variables, and t 0 and t F are the initial and final time, respectively.
In essence, what we need to solve is an Optimal Control Problem (OCP). There are different techniques to solve an OCP such as Dynamic Programming, Indirect Methods and Direct Methods that transcribe the continuous time problem into an NLP [25] . We choose to transcribe an optimal control problem into an NLP. Solving an optimal control problem as an NLP is attractive because one does not need to provide a stable (or feasible) initial solution to the problem; this is all outsourced to the optimizer. For us, this means that the challenge of computing an initial feasible trajectory over long time horizons and complex terrains is eliminated. Besides, Nonlinear Optimization is a well-developed field with the mathematical apparatus capable of dealing with very general equality and non-equality constraints. The full NLP that we solve to generate motion plans is summarized in Fig. 1 . The problem formulation is general enough for legged-wheeled systems except for the shovel orientation constraint that is specifically tailored to our excavator called HEAP [8] . L(t) is the set of all limbs (HEAP has five limbs, four legs + an arm). The set C(t) denotes all the limbs that are in contact at time t, S(t) is the support polygon at time t, and the set L w denotes all the limbs that have a wheel at the end. Left superscript is a coordinate frame; I denotes the inertial (world) frame, B denotes the base frame, and W i denotes the i th wheel frame. Right superscript denotes a component of the vector e.g. Wiṗ pṗ z i is the z component of the velocity of the i th limb expressed in the i th wheel frame. Coordinate frames used for problem formulation are shown in Fig. 4a , 4b and 4c.
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A. Joint and Cartesian Space Formulation
Decision variables for the NLP shown in Fig. 1 are the base pose, joint positions and EE positions. Note that the EE variables are redundant since we already know the EE position through the forward kinematics. We chose to keep them since they lead to a more natural formulation of the terrain-related constraints. Furthermore, the addition of EE positions as optimization variables facilitates the NLP initialization; it is easier to find points that satisfy the terrain constraints in Euclidean space than to compute them directly in the joint space.
Using box constraints to enforce the kinematically feasible range of motion for EE's can be found in [2] , [1] ). This is desirable since it leads to linear constraints and speeds up the optimization. However, box constraints are not suitable for our platform. The workspace of each wheeled EE is a nonconvex shaped volume that is difficult to describe analytically in Euclidean space (as shown in Fig. 2 ). Hence, specifying the range of motion constraint becomes laborious, errorprone and tedious. To ensure that our plans are kinematically feasible, we add the joint variables into the optimization and enforce the forward kinematics constraint. In Fig. 2 , one can see that HEAP's legs do not have knee joints, so the position Workspace of the EE's is shown; in blue color for the front legs, in red color for the hind legs. These shapes depict the volume where HEAP can place the center of the wheels without moving the base. Workspace of the arm is essentially a cylinder that encompasses the whole base with an inner radius of 1.5 m and with the maximal outer radius of 8 m.
of the EE always stays equally far away from the hip. The absence of knee joints restricts the EE range of motion and makes it hard to come up with good heuristics for step planning for individual limbs (approach presented in [17] , [16] ). We would also like to point out that by considering the system as a whole, we can discover a richer set of motions and ultimately traverse more challenging obstacles.
B. Spline Formulation
NLP decision variables are represented in the time domain as splines composed of third order polynomials. Instead of directly optimizing over the polynomial coefficients, we optimize over the states at polynomial junctions and the time duration of the polynomial. This is the Hermite Parametrization (HP); if two nodes (x k ,ẋ k ), (x k+1 ,ẋ k+1 ) are connected by a third order polynomial with a duration ∆T then:
HP leads to a more natural constraint formulation since we do not have to transcribe states into the polynomial coefficients and we can directly optimize over the states and velocities; which is why we chose HP for collocation. Derivation of the relationship between the polynomial coefficients and node values at junctions can be found in [2] .
C. Contact Schedule Optimization for Wheeled robots
To optimize over the contact schedule, we extend the idea from [2] such that it can handle limbs with wheels. Same as for a pointed foot, a limb with wheel can either be in contact or not, which means that contact and swing phase alternate. The main difference w.r.t to phase-based parametrization introduced in [2] is that one cannot fix the value of a certain spline in one of the phases. E.g., For a robot with point feet the position of a foot does not change while the foot is in contact; however, a position of a wheeled EE can change in both contact and swing phase. The difficulty with wheeled EE's is that different constraints have to be active for contact and swing phase. In phase based parametrization, only the timings of the polynomials change, the number of junctions between polynomials per phase stays constant. Hence, one could try to enforce the phase-specific constraints directly at the polynomial junctions, because the junctions always remain in the same phase. The latter approach, however, doesn't work for constraints such as support area constraint which depend on the contact state of more than one limb. This is because the polynomial junctions can be shifted in time and hence, the contact state of the other limbs might change. To make the contact schedule optimization for wheels possible, we propose to add the indicator variables c i (t), ∀ i ∈ L (similar to [26] ) which can take values between 0 and 1. These indicator variables are splines shown in Fig. 3 . They are parametrized using the phase based parametrization. The splines are forced to be constant, except at the transition phase (darker red regions in Fig. 3 ) which should be kept as short as possible. Using the contact indicators, we can enforce alternating sets of constraints in alternating phases. When the constraint should not be active, the corresponding c i (t) becomes 0, and product of the constraint and the indicator evaluates to zero. This way, we can still optimize the contact schedule for limbs with wheels.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
We describe some constraints shown in Fig. 1 in more detail. We do not use any cost in our formulation since this allows for faster computation times and less tuning. However, one might want to add the cost to gain more control over the planned motion.
A. Limb Workspace Constraint
This constraint ensures that the position of the EE's stays in the allowed range of motion with respect to the base. We formulate this constraint for each limb, regardless of whether it has a wheel or not. The constraint is formulated in the world frame as follows:
Where I p p p i , ∀i ∈ L denotes the position of the EE in the world frame, B T T T (i ) is the forward kinematics computed for the i th limb in the base frame, R R R BI (θ θ θ(t)) is the rotation matrix from the inertial frame into the base frame, I p p p B and Fig. 3 . Contact indicator c(t) variables used for optimizing over the gait. Each contact indicator variables takes the value 1 (red area) if the foot is in contact and the value 0 if it is not (green area). Polynomials in splines are kept constant except at the transitions between the swing and stance phase (darker red area). Splines are connected at the nodes (black dots); note that the number of nodes per phase is always constant and not dependent on the duration of the polynomials in between. I p p p i are positions of the base and i th EE in the world frame, respectively. b b b L,i and b b b U,i are the lower and the upper bound for the joint positionsi of the i th limb and DoF (i) is the number of joints that the i th limb has.
B. Robust Support Polygon Constraint
Support polygon constraint enforces stability along the trajectory. In general, for contact points that are not on the same height, the admissible region for the CoM such that the robot is in the static equilibrium is not equivalent to the support polygon spanned by those contact points (projected in the plane perpendicular to the gravity vector). However, in [22] it has been shown that as long as each contact point's friction cone contains a direction opposite to the gravity, CoM being in the support polygon spanned by the contact points is sufficient for the static stability.
Hence it follows that one of the limitations of our approach is that the contact points should not be on the surfaces that are "too steep." We use a convex hull formulation for the support polygon constraint, thus avoiding the need to compute any half-spaces. Computing half-spaces is tedious since HEAP can have up to five contact points at the same time. Expressing the constraint as a convex hull enables us to use the same constraint formulation even though the number of the EE's that are in contact changes over time. We enforce the following constraint at discrete time intervals:
Where α i and are real numbers, B p p p COM is the center of mass (CoM) expressed in the base frame, and n is the number of EE's that are in contact at time t. Note that α i are optimization variables while is a parameter. The support polygon constraint keeps the robot from falling. However, the optimizer might find motion plans where CoM of the robot is on the boundary of the support polygon. To avoid this situation, we shrink the support polygon. Thanks to our formulation of the stability constraint, this is done very elegantly without the need to compute any half-spaces. The bigger the , the more conservative we are; i.e., the minimum permitted distance of CoM to the edge of the support polygon becomes larger. The reader is referred to the Appendix for the derivation of the constraint.
C. Shovel Orientation Constraint
To prevent damage to the terrain, we impose that shovel bucket has to touch the ground with the flat end. The constraint is implemented as follows:
R R R SB (i )R R R BI (θ θ θ(t)) I n n n( I p p p x,y i ) × S a a a x = 0 0 0 ∈ R 3 ∀i ∈ (C(t) ∩ (L \ L w )) R R R SB (i ) is the rotation matrix from the base frame into the shovel frame (frames shown in Fig. 4) , R R R BI (θ θ θ(t)) is rotation from the inertial frame into the base frame and I n n n( I p p p x,y i ) is x axis is shown in red color, y in green and z in blue. Middle: O S denotes the origin of shovel contact coordinate system. The x, y, z axis of coordinate systems are denoted with a a a x , a a a y , a a a z respectively. The shovel orientation constraint enforces that the a a a x vector is parallel with the normal vector n n n. Right: O W i is in the center of the wheel, a a a y is axis of rotation. O W c,i is the contact point of the i th wheel. For modeling purposes, we use a thin disc wheel model. the terrain normal in the inertial frame at the point where shovel (see Fig. 4b ) touches the ground. S a a a x is x unit vector expressed in the shovel frame and × is cross product.
D. Lateral Slip Constraint
For every limb that has a wheel at the end and is in contact, we forbid moving in the lateral direction (no moving sideways). To avoid the lateral slip, the y component of the linear velocity of the center of the wheel expressed in the frame W i has to be zero (see Fig. 4c ). Strictly speaking, one should constrain the lateral velocity of the contact point to be zero, and that velocity also depends on the angular velocity of the center of the wheel and the radius of the wheel. For our case, the angular velocity is so small that it can be neglected. The constraint without simplifications can be found in [20] .
is the rotation from base frame to the i th wheel frame., Iṗ p p i (t) is velocity of the center of the wheel in the world frame and Wi a a a y is the y axis of the coordinate system in the center of the wheel (see Fig. 4c ).
E. Gait Design
Although our formulation allows for optimization of the contact schedule and has the ability to change the gait pattern, we need to provide an initial contact schedule to the optimizer. We have designed three different gait patterns, purely by observing the sequences that human operators perform. Gaits that we use are shown in Fig. 5 . The driving gait with all wheels in contact and the arm in the air is used most often (left part of Fig. 5 ). Next, we design a walking gait with an overlap (all four wheels on the ground) and the arm always in the air (middle). This gait is useful if one needs to change the robot's pose in place (i.e., without driving). On the right, the stepping gait is shown. The arm establishes ground contact to help to overcome obstacles such as steps or gaps.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present different motions generated for HEAP using our planner. We implemented our trajectory optimization problem in C++, using the Ipopt as an NLP solver [27] and Hsl subroutines as linear solvers [28] . We interface the Ipopt using Ifopt [29] . All derivatives are computed analytically for better performance. Computing the forward kinematics and the corresponding jacobians was done using the RBDL library [30] . We show different behaviours that emerge from our TO formulation. We don't change the problem formulation to obtain different motions, we merely provide a different initial contact schedule. Our problem setup only allows for changing the timings of the contact schedule, it does not allow for adding or removing contact phases.
A. Driving Motions
We show some motions that emerge from our planner when suing driving gait introduced in section III. The motion plans are shown in Fig. 6 . In Sub-figure 1, HEAP is given a diagonally shifted goal position. Note how the optimizer automatically discovers crab steering mode without specifying any further details. In Sub-figure 2a -2d HEAP is driving to a goal position located on the side. It cannot just drive directly to it, nor it can crab steer to it. To reach the goal, HEAP has to make cusps and switch between the forward and reverse driving, which is the solution that our planner finds. Note that because of the kinematic configuration of the legs, it is not possible to turn the wheels in place without violating the lateral slip constraint. For planning the driving maneuvers, the optimization takes ten times shorter than the time horizon of the plan.
B. Stepping and Walking Motions
We tested the effectiveness of the stepping gait from section III for overcoming obstacles. Stepping gait uses Fig. 6 . Subfig. 1 shows HEAP repositioning itself diagonally from (0, 0) m to (10, 10) m. Subfig. 2a-2d shows HEAP performing cusps to arrive at a goal pose 5 m to the left. We do not impose any constraints on the final EE configuration. Blue line shows the CoM trajectory. Fig. 7 . Left to Right: HEAP crossing a 3m wide gap using the stepping gait. The coordinate frame marks the goal position. The arm is facing forward initially, but it has to be turned back to step over the gap successfully. This behavior can be seen in the middle figure; HEAP is turning the arm 180 degrees to establish contact on the left side of the gap and thus be able to step to the right side. Fig. 11 . Negative distance means that CoM is inside the polygon. Robot remains stable as long as the CoM stays inside the green region. Blue CoM trajectory was obtained with = 0.0 and the red one with = 0.5. We define S to be the stability margin. the arm on the excavator for locomotion. We show two maneuvers that we tested in Fig. 7 and Fig.8 . In Fig. 7 , HEAP is asked to cross a gap which is modeled as a parabola (because of the gradient for NLP). Planning such a maneuver is a tough non-convex problem, especially since the robot cannot just jump over the obstacle. It has to slowly coordinate placement of its limbs while standing directly above the gap. This involves turning the arm of the excavator 180 degrees such that it can be used to traverse on the right side of the gap. The NLP solver has to find a feasible solution within a set that is non-convex and not connected. We also show a motion plan where HEAP has to step a 1m high block (see Fig. 8 ). This motion uses the stepping gait as well. For both gap crossing and stepping on a block, the optimization takes about 2.5 times shorter than the plan length. This is due to the terrain constraints that create a non-convex and not connected feasible set, and it is hard for the optimizer to find a feasible solution. We also show the stepping motion where we command a goal pose that is rotated 90 degrees. Snapshots of the motion are shown in Fig. 11 . This motion was planned using the walking gait. Note how HEAP turns the arm to the side opposite of the swing leg, to keep balance. The arm motion emerges naturally from our formulation because we consider the whole-body planning problem.
C. Robust Support Polygon Constraint
We test the effectiveness of the newly proposed stability constraint formulation. We ask the planner to compute motion plans for a 90 degrees stepping turn (see Fig. 11 ). We measure the minimal distance of the CoM the edge of the support polygon. The plot of minimal distance over time is shown in Fig. 9 . Green shaded region denotes stable states, whereas CoM crossing into the red region will cause the robot to fall. It can be seen that our formulation successfully enforces greater minimum distances of CoM to the edge of the support polygon (greater stability margin S). 
D. Contact Schedule Optimization
We show the contact schedule optimization on a case where it is not possible to achieve the given goal without optimizing over the timing. The motion is shown in Fig. 10 . On the left, the base is positioned 5m away from the goal position with the arm almost fully extended and the shovel in contact. The total duration of the planned motion is 7 s. The initial timings are set such that the wheels are in contact for all 7 s, and the arm is in contact for 6s. HEAP's kinematic limits prevent it from reaching the goal with the shovel that is in contact and the speed limits (1 m/s max) prevent it from reaching the goal if the pure driving phase stays 1s long. Thus the optimization must figure out that it has to extend the swing phase for the arm and shorten the contact phase (total duration stays the same). The machine extends itself as much as kinematic limits allow, (middle Fig.) but ultimately the contact schedule timings change, and the contact has to be broken (right Fig.) After the optimization, the arm driving phase is 2.2 seconds long. Time to compute the trajectory was 15 s (two times longer than the planning horizon).
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have shown a TO based path planning in rough terrain for legged-wheeled systems. Our formulation allows for planning with both wheeled and non-wheeled limbs, as well as combinations of thereof. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a walking excavator traversing different types of terrains. Ability to traverse different terrains, using the same planner shows the advantage of whole-body planning. Our formulation is not robot specific. We show capabilities of the planner to optimize over the gait timings for all EE's, including the ones with wheels. Finally, we introduce an intuitive and straightforward formulation of the support polygon constraint that avoids computation of halfspaces and allows for shrinkage of the support area.
We plan to bring this approach on the real platform and show driving and stepping motions on HEAP. Another possible improvement could be embedding signed distance fields and collision checking. Collision checking would allow us to execute tasks such as manipulation, or stepping over convex obstacles. At the moment we observe that HEAP's legs can collide with the terrain while stepping on a block. Furthermore, since we use a gradient-based method, our approach suffers from all the problems inherent to gradient methods, most hindering one being trapped in the local minima. In the future, one could use sampling-based methods to find a good initial guess for the contact schedule that negotiates the non-convex terrain. A good initial guess for the contact schedule speeds up the optimization drastically. One could also extend the gait generation such that there is a phase where no limbs are in contact, and the base is touching the ground. Such a maneuver is executed sometimes by human operators to reposition all legs at once.
VI. APPENDIX A. Robust Support Polygon Constraint Derivation
To derive our formulation of the robust support polygon constraint, first, we show how to shrink a support polygon defined with vertices that are centered around the origin of the coordinate system. Subsequently, we show how to reduce the problem to the previous case to derive the form of the constraint that we presented. The derivation is valid for a support area with any positive number of support points. A convex hull for a set of vertices p p p 1 , .., p p p N is set of all points x x x such that:
Assuming that all the vertices defining the convex hull (blue points in Fig. 12, left) are centered around the origin, elements x x x inside the shrunk convex hull can be described as:
To see this, we define k = 1 − , and then the constraint becomes: i α i = k. Dividing the expressions with k and substitutingα i = α i /k we get: Here we have defined new pointsp p p i = kp p p i ; Since k ≤ 1 it is easy to see that we have scaled the radius vectors of all points such that they shift towards the origin. Since the points were centered (origin was in the centroid of the polygon by assumption) the shape of the polygon stays the same and the origin remains the centroid of the polygon. Now we show how to formulate the constraint with points that are not necessarily centered and thus obtain the robust support polygon constraint. The problem formulation is shown in Fig. 12 , middle and right drawing. We start by defining the centered pointsp p p com = p p p com − c c c andp p p i = p p p i − c c c where c c c is the centroid of the polygon c c c = i p p p i /n, and n is the number of vertices of the polygon. Now we can formulate the constraint for the centered set of points: ... Steps omitted for the sake of space. We arrive at:
This is precisely the constraint presented in section II. Note that for = 0 we recover the standard convex hull constraint and that for = 1 the support polygon degenerates to a point which is the centroid of the support points.
